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Real-world experience gives us the edge.

Today’s world presents an
unprecedented array of complex
security challenges. Undoubtedly,
there is an urgent need for those in
leadership positions to understand,
plan, and respond to threats of
political and economic terrorism.
National Public Safety Strategy
Group is uniquely qualiﬁed to
provide leaders in both the public
and private sector with the tools to
make effective, proactive decisions
regarding security at all levels of
an organization.

Public and Private Sector
Homeland Security Services
Counter-terrorism has become one of the nation’s top
priorities. Our world has changed, and much of our vital
infrastructures — as well as all government and business
facilities — are vulnerable to sudden acts of violence.
Those in leadership positions cannot afford to neglect
issues relating to public safety and security.
With our experience, unique access and insight, National
Public Safety Strategy Group (NPSSG) is able to provide
a full range of security services for government, NGO
and business decision makers. Our unparalleled track
record of achievement working within the counterterrorism, political and law enforcement communities

gives us a critical edge when working with clients to
reduce uncertainty. Our specialized services include:
f Complex investigations
f Strategic threat analysis
f Threat and vulnerability assessments
f Private sector homeland security procurement
consultation
f Evaluation of existing security infrastructure
and homeland security operations
f Campus security strategies

Innovative Solutions for Multi-National
Corporations and Non-Government
Organizations
While the globalization of business and the ascendance
of technology have brought about unparalleled
opportunities for economic growth, they have also made
organizations vulnerable to threatening forces and acts of
competitive intelligence. The need for securing personal,
physical, intellectual and ﬁnancial assets has never been
as critical as it is today.
Through our world-class global intelligence and law
enforcement resources and networks, NPSSG can
provide organizations with robust security service
platforms. Regardless of the size or scope of the
security issue, NPSSG can ensure the delivery of
dynamic solutions that will meet your organization’s
needs. Our approach is strategic and client-focused,
integrating innovative solutions for multi-nationals,
including:
f Investigations within multiple industries into
misappropriation of funds, conﬂicts of interest,
corruption, fraud, and the credentials of
key executives

An Exceptional Team of Career Intelligence, Law
Enforcement and Private Sector Professionals

f Evaluation of existing organizational intelligence
capabilities
f Development, training and implementation of
security services for government and private sector
enterprise
f Customized security solutions and consultation

Training and Assessment Services
National Public Safety Learning Center
(NPSLC)
The National Public Safety Learning Center, a division

Our executives have forged
signiﬁcant relationships
with law enforcement and
intelligence services around
the world, enabling NPSSG to
mobilize resources that are
otherwise unavailable to the
business community at large.

of NPSSG, offers world-class training and assessment
services for private enterprise and state, local and county

The NPSSG management team

governments. NPSLC is speciﬁcally organized to conduct

includes several of the world’s most

non-partisan research and management studies regarding
the role and function of the branches and agencies of

respected intelligence, counter-

local, state, and federal government, and to support the

terrorism and law enforcement

development and enhancement of government, corporate

professionals. They are specialists

and private enterprise effectiveness.

Other NPSSG Services
f Specialized training for the public and
private sector
f Event Security Planning
f Civic security for vulnerable communities
f Executive Protection Consultation

who obtained their experience in
organizations such as the U.S.
Federal Bureau of Investigation and
other prominent international law
enforcement agencies. It is their
unprecedented depth and breadth
of knowledge — and singular
understanding of security matters at
all levels both public and private —
that sets NPSSG apart from other
security ﬁrms.
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f Examination of political and economic trends which
may foster instability and terrorism
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